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A well informed passenger is a satisfied passenger 
 
Over the years, Transit companies have implemented numerous 
computing solutions to manage and control their fleet operation. Data 
on every aspect of running their business sits in multiple databases 
across their network. The need to provide next stop information to 
passengers for their ease of their trip is now expected and demanded. 
With ISR real-time passenger information system next stop information 
can be broadcasted directly at the bus stop. 
 
The ISR next stop Outdoor Solar display is characterized by its excellent 
readability. High intensity back light illumination   combined with the 
new ETN LCD innovative technology wide viewing angle that ensures 
optimal visibility day and night. This easy-to-read display always keeps 
your passengers informed about the next stop.  
 
Legibility is the most important factor for passengers. The ISR outdoor 
Solar sign is a monochrome solar powered cellular sign which is based 
on the ETN LCD innovative technology. Following is a list of the key 
technological features of the sign that adapt their brightness to suit 
prevailing light conditions, making its information always easy to read. 
The housing is made of robust protruded aluminum and the modules 
are fronted by a protecting glass board. The glass is custom made for 
this application to improve legibility and contrast. 
The smart and thin design enables it to be installed in any environment. 
It also can be used as double-sided sign, using a back-to-back 
installation. 
 

 
 
SPECIFICATIONS 
 Very low power consumption during day light 
 Highly reflective foils make the sign very readable in daytime without the need for 

front or back light 
 Integrated UV protection layers 
 Anti-glare coating 
 Display size 27”  
 4 Rows of LCD glasses each 40X324 mm 
 Pixel pitch of 2.7 mm 
 High efficiency LED back light illumination 
 Very wide viewing angles 
 Integrated temperature sensor 
 Display life of more than 200,000 hours 
 Extended temperature range of -30 to 85 degrees C 
 3 full days of use with no charge form a full battery 
 Voice enunciation of route number and ETA for the visually impaired person 
 Option for integration of mid-range, wrist band transmitter that activated voice 

enunciation for the visually impaired person 
 60 A/H – 80 A/H Lead Acid GEL rechargeable batteries  
 90W solar panel with integrated Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) charge 

controller  
 Integrated cellular modem  
 Option for integrated GPS for accurate timing 
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ISR Transit offers a full turn-key hardware and software solution for the solar powered cellular PIS displays. It 

includes the following elements: 

 

Server software 
 SIRI/TCIP client which will query ISR server using SIRI/TCIP SM XML protocols for PIS next stop arrival information 
 Server software that prepares the update messages for transmission to the signs 
 APIS server software suite providing Transit with ability to generate PIS messages for the signs and send them when required 
 Control room real time status display for each sign including full graphic emulator displaying the content of a selected sign 
 

Sign firmware 
 Download fonts over the air 
 Set front light intensity thresholds 
 Update sign firmware over the air 
 Over the air diagnostics 
 Temperature reporting 
 Ambient light reporting 
 Option to turn on heater of fan as a function of temperature were necessary 
 Keep alive messages  
 Switch inverse video over the air 
 Read battery voltage levels over the air 
 Alert on error conditions 
 Support for fixed or variable IP on cellular modem 
 Hosted and non-hosted solutions 

 
Sign Poles and Enclosures 

The sign is delivered in one of four (4) options for Pole/Enclosure options: 
 

RIM G1 Pole/Enclosure 

 

 



RIM G2 Pole/Enclosure 

 
 

RIM G3 Pole/Enclosure 

 
 



 
RIM G4 Pole/Enclosure 

 

 
 

 
 
 


